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WOU offers rebates
worth over RM5m to
27 schools
In line with its corporate social responsibility,
Wawasan Open University (WOU) has offered
tuition sponsorship totalling over RM5 million to
teachers and students of 27 secondary schools
across Penang.
• Read more on page 3

Thai-Malaysian
experts urge better
R&D support for
SMEs

‘Asian emerging
markets resilient
amid 2019 global
slowdown’
A top regional official of the International
Monetary Fund (IMF) has assured that
Asia’s emerging economies will remain
resilient this year although the global
economy is expected to slow down after
showing signs of robust growth in the last
few years.

WOU recently jointly organised a
roundtable conference with Thailand’s
Chulalongkorn University (CU) to address
the critical need for tertiary institutions
to work closely with industries so as to
spawn research and development (R&D).

• Read more on page 11

• Read more on page 4

Global Sports Doyen
is new Chancellor
Eminent sports administrator and former
Olympic Council of Malaysia (OCM)
president Tunku Tan Sri Imran Tuanku
Ja’afar has been appointed as the fourth
Chancellor of WOU.
• Read more on pages 8 & 9

Aspiring to further his
teaching with WOU’s
Master of Education
He is a fine example of one who juggles work and study
commitments with earnest discipline. Not only does Chee
Leng San work full-time in the health sector, but he also
provides tuition part-time even while pursuing a Master of
Education (MEd) degree from WOU.
• Read more on page 16

Award for co-author
of book on workplace
communications
Deputy Dean of the School of Humanities
& Social Sciences, Jasmine Emmanuel,
has won an accolade for her contribution
as one of the authors of a helpful resource
publication for university students.
• Read more on page 14
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Our University

is undertaking a series of significant transformation
initiatives to ensure that students are increasingly engaged with the WOU community
and remain relevant to society at large. These measures are certainly bearing fruit and
have contributed to overall student satisfaction.
Before I proceed, let me first extend a very warm welcome to YAM Tunku Tan Sri Imran
Tuanku Ja’afar who has been appointed as the new WOU Chancellor, and to Dato’ Dr
Lim Thuang Seng, our new Pro-Chancellor. Irrespective of the changing of guards, we
remain steadfast in our goal to make WOU the preferred university of choice among
working professionals and school leavers. We will continue to reach out to a wider
cross-section of the population, enhancing their professional knowledge and skills to
build up the talent pool of the nation.
I am happy to note that the newly-established George Town Institute of Open and
Advanced Studies (GIOAS) has hit the ground running, organising two eloquent and
noteworthy public talks on issues of national and regional interest. Indeed, GIOAS
serves as a valuable platform for discussions of significant topics. We look forward to
many more such events.
In the area of collaborations and partnerships, the University has done remarkably
well. We have signed an MoA with Silpakorn University and an MoU with the
Malaysian Association of Company Secretaries. These collaborations are expected to
mutually benefit both parties. The University also welcomed visits from Chulalongkorn
University and Bodhisastra University from Thailand, and offered internships to two
Bachelor’s degree students from Silpakorn University, a national university in Bangkok.
In addition, WOU is working jointly with the Commonwealth of Learning to organise
the 2nd Pan-Commonwealth Workshop on Women’s Leadership in ODL in April when
about 25 countries will be represented.
I also wish to congratulate the School of Business & Administration for teaming up
with Chulalongkorn University in organising a Regional Symposium on Connectivity,
Mobility and Regional Integration in ASEAN. This WOU-CU partnership also resulted in
a very enlightening Roundtable on Technological Challenges and Future Opportunities
for SMEs in the Southeast Asian Region which took place at the main campus in
Penang.
On the academic front, I want to applaud School of Humanities & Social Sciences
Deputy Dean Jasmine Emmanuel who was part of the team that published a book
which won an award for its contribution to the body of knowledge. On a lighter note,
I am pleased to see our staff freely mingling and interacting with students through fun
activities like the WOUmazing Race and an evening barbeque event.
Last but not least, I welcome all our new students, both from the February and
March full-time intakes as well as from the April open distance learning (ODL) intake
nationwide. Be assured that our academic and administrative staffs are there to assist
you in your academic journey at WOU!
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IN THE LIMELIGHT
Abdul Rashid calls on Form Six teachers to prepare students mentally for university.

In line with its corporate social responsibility,
Wawasan Open University (WOU) has
offered tuition sponsorship totalling over
RM5 million to teachers and students of
27 secondary schools across Penang. The
offer was made through discount vouchers
presented to about 200 participants at the
state-level Form Six Teachers Action Plan
Colloquium organised by the State Education
Department (JPN) and hosted by WOU at the
main campus on 23 February 2019.
Each discount voucher entitles the teacher
or student of a participating school to a
30% rebate on total tuition fees when they
register for any full-time or part-time study
programme at WOU.

WOU OFFERS REBATES WORTH
OVER RM5M TO 27 SCHOOLS

JPN Deputy Director Abdul Rashid Abdul
Samad expressed appreciation for the
rebate, saying it would significantly benefit
the teachers and pupils. “Education is a
lifelong learning process, a never ending
story,” he said. “When youths go for higher
learning, they must go for something higher
than the first degree nowadays.”
“Wawasan is doing its part with this social
contribution for the schools and the kids,”
Abdul Rashid said. He hoped to see more
cooperation between the department and
WOU, adding that the University could
highlight its study programmes among
schools.

Happy teachers with their vouchers from WOU.

Students celebrate
CULTURAL HARMONY THROUGH PHOTOGRAPHY
Some 21 groups of full-time students undertaking the Hubungan Etnik
course presented a captivating photographic exhibition titled Ethnic
Relations in Malaysia on the local culture, cuisine and spirit of harmony at
the main campus on 28 March 2019.
The project was organised by Lecturer Rabikha Hasni from the School of
Humanities & Social Sciences (SHSS) as part of the students’ assignment
for the course.
The Best Photo award was won by the Cendol Ais Kacang group for an
impressive snapshot of a devotee carrying a kavadi during the Thaipusam
festival. The group members were Chew Chin Chai, Tan Hui Fen, Gangasri
Buvaneswaran, Sumiyyah Zainul Abiddin and Lee Ling Hui.

Rabikha (foreground, right) admires the winning Thaipusam festival photo.

The Orkids team, which showcased an inter-racial marriage in pictures,
won for Best Creativity. Its members were Nur Rashada Abdul Mubarak,
Mindy Ooi, Lim Ching Li, Nerroshini Manoraj and Jegatheswary Mani
Kumar.
The Best Theme award went to Nasi Kandar whose members highlighted
Sports Excellence in Malaysia. The team consisted of Lew Tze Wei, Yim
Zhen Xian, Diwagar Ravi and Dhenaaratchagan Madiyalagan.
Mixed marriage presented in photos by the Orkids group.
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IN THE LIMELIGHT

THAI-MALAYSIAN EXPERTS URGE
BETTER R&D SUPPORT FOR SMES

Dr Shankar (centre) traces the history of SMEs in Malaysia. He is flanked by Dr Supot (right) and Kalai Selvan.

WOU recently jointly organised a roundtable conference with Thailand’s
Chulalongkorn University (CU) to address the critical need for tertiary
institutions to work closely with industries so as to spawn research and
development (R&D). In particular, a key focus of the deliberations was on
spurring the creation of innovative products to benefit small and mediumsized enterprises (SMEs).
Titled Technological Challenges and Future Opportunities for SMEs in the
Southeast Asian Region, the event at the main campus on 15 February
2019 also raised the issue of government support through grants and
financial incentives to promote innovation for newer generation technology
and products.
The panel of speakers featured CU’s Chief Transformation Officer Dr Supot
Tiarawut, its Director of Innovation Dr Ronnakorn Vaiyavuth, Assoc Prof
Dr Shankar Chelliah of Universiti Sains Malaysia’s School of Management,
and Infinecs Systems Sdn Bhd co-founder and CEO Kalai Selvan
Subramaniam.
The roundtable was attended by about 50 people. Also present was WOU
School of Business & Administration Acting Dean Prakash Arumugam.
Dr Supot lamented the dearth of significant technology transfer from
multinational companies to local companies in Thailand. He said R&D
between industries and universities is also wanting as most R&D is confined
within corporate entities. Besides the lack of incentives and government
support, inadequate resources and the obsolete nature of regulations to
accommodate start-ups also hamper SMEs from succeeding in innovation.
“Even the big corporates do little R&D and rather shop around the world
for technology, instead of supporting the university to build home-grown
technology. The government should put more incentives to promote R&D,”
he said. On this, Dr Ronnakorn remarked that governments should help
SMEs gain easy access to new technology from open source platforms,
and help create close industry-university partnership to enable innovative
product creation for commercialisation.
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Assoc Prof Dr Nualnoi Treerat (3rd from right), Director of the Institute of Asian Studies,
CU, and Prakash (right) pose with the speakers and moderator. At left is Dr Ronnakorn.

The dilemma of Malaysian SMEs
On the scene in Malaysia, Dr Shankar explained that SMEs here emerged
as suppliers when multinational corporations set up operations in the
country around the 1970s due to an abundance of local natural resources.
However, the SMEs lack capital unlike those in Korea where there is funding
support from conglomerates, government and crowd-funding. Another
factor in making Korea a leading innovator is the revamp of its education
curriculum 20 years ago, with emphasis on science and mathematics
which are fundamental for technology.
Dr Shankar also said Malaysian university students should undertake
applied research to help solve problems faced by the community and
industry. “In developed countries, industries have incubators in the
laboratories of universities and work together with students on applied
problems, and from there they are able to commercialise the innovation.”
He called on universities in Penang to build good working relationships
with industry to produce and commercialise innovative products for SMEs.
Meanwhile, Kalai Selvan pointed out that Malaysian industries like those in
electronics and telecommunications are dominated by MNCs and GLCs,
while SMEs face lack of capital and government support. Government
policies to support capital expenditure are outdated and fail to promote
knowledge workers. He also called on government think tanks, ministries
and GLCs to open up their procurement to help develop local SMEs.
He said Malaysian universities must change their key performance
indicators (KPIs), from focussing on creating employees to creating R&D
that can lead to value start-ups. Most start-ups in the US, Finland, Sweden,
Korea and Taiwan arose from universities. “One thing glaring in Malaysia is
there is no strong connection between universities and industries,” he said.

KNOWLEDGE SHARING

‘Neighbourly’ ideas
for collaboration
with Chulalongkorn
University
Tenku Nur Shahrul Hizam, SBA Lecturer.

An inaugural joint symposium organised by Chulalongkorn University (CU) of
Thailand and WOU provided a valuable platform for researchers to present
their findings and perspectives on key issues like economic development,
labour mobility, language, cultural diversity and education in Southeast Asian
countries.
The event titled Connectivity, Mobility and Regional Integration in ASEAN was
held at the main campus in Penang on 15 February 2019. Over 50 people
attended from both institutions, including Assoc Prof Dr Nualnoi Treerat,
Director of CU’s Institute of Asian Studies.

Prof Balakrishnan, Dean of SELC.

He added that with the spirit of neighbourliness shared by Malaysia and
Thailand, WOU and CU can learn and prosper together in the field of
education, especially in areas like technology, pedagogy and language. He
said they can undertake publications, training for professional development,
staff and student exchanges, joint research/data collection, innovations in
pedagogies, and short language learning courses.

Addressing the problem of brain drain

The speakers from WOU included Prof Balakrishnan Muniandy, Dean of the
School of Education, Languages & Communications (SELC), and Senior
Lecturer Tenku Nur Shahrul Hizam Tengku Izham from the School of Business
& Administration (SBA).

Meanwhile Tenku Nur Shahrul presented her research on Brain Drain: The
Mobility and the Connectivity which she co-authored with SBA Acting Dean
Prakash Arumugam. She spoke on Malaysia experiencing a depletion in
talent due to migration of highly skilled people for better educational and
employment opportunities overseas. This has caused significant gaps in the
local talent pool and led to an ageing labour force in the country.

Prof Balakrishnan, speaking on Learning and Prospering Together: Continuing
the Spirit of ASEAN Neighbourliness, elucidated on UNESCO’s four pillars of
education, ‘Learning to Know, Learning to Do, Learning to Live Together, and
Learning to Be’. He stressed that they serve as excellent guiding principles in
learning and prospering together in the context of ASEAN.

Among the reasons for the trend were attractive attributes of certain foreign
countries like higher salary, better lifestyle, better career prospects, access to
advanced technology, racial parity, less corruption and more stable political
conditions.

He touched on an interesting Thai practice of learning about reform from
behaviour of monkeys and the Malaysian concept of gotong-royong
(community clean-up). “Each of us actually has lots of strengths to be
shared,” he said.

She called for an effective approach to prevent brain drain from Malaysia,
particularly by identifying talents early, affirming their values and providing
them with international exposure. “The best place to start looking for talent
is universities,” she said. “Ensure that the talent feels valued and is given
international exposure to gain experience and expertise.”

Silpakorn University undergrads
enjoy internship stints at WOU
tasking and being self-motivated, she chose WOU for her internship
because she wanted to improve her verbal and written English Language
skills.
“Three of my seniors from SU had served as interns at WOU last year. They
informed me that they loved working here because you not only practise
English, allowing them to improve their communicational skills, but you
also develop good friendships along the way.”
Fern (seated) and Matang are happy doing internship at WOU.

Two students from Silpakorn University (SU), a Thai national university
in Bangkok, share their experiences in operating as interns at WOU in
Penang. They were attached to the Instructional Design for Engaging
Experiences (IDeX) unit from 11 February to 24 April, 2019.
Napatsakorn Suprungrueng (Fern), 22, is in the final year of her 4-year
Bachelor of Education (Educational Technology) programme at SU. She
is majoring in educational technology at SU because she enjoys taking
photos, and creating illustrations and designs. Having a talent for multi-

Pattiya Songprakhon (Matang), 22, is pursuing her educational technology
degree at SU. She takes a keen interest in photography and educational
innovation.
“The reason I chose WOU for my internship is that I like to do something
new and different, outside of my comfort zone. It’s not only knowledge that
I am getting from WOU. I believe that through the University I also have
many opportunities to learn about different languages, cultures and races.
All that I am learning at WOU will help me in my future as I figure out what
I really want to do in terms of my career.”
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IN CAMPUS

WOU hosts delegation
from Bodhisastra
University

WOU received a 33-member delegation from various faculties of Bodhisastra
University, Thailand, to the main campus on 24 January 2019 to foster closer
understanding and productive ties between the two institutions.
The delegation was led by Prof Dr Sak Prasandee, Bodhisastra’s Chief
Executive Officer and Rector, who was accompanied by Vice Rector Dr
Kanoksak Likitpriwan. They were met on arrival by WOU Public Relations
manager Rasidah Mion.
The visitors attended a public talk at the main campus and interacted with
the management and staff of WOU. They were also taken on a short campus
tour, viewing the library facilities and enjoying the seafront panorama from
the campus grounds.

Enjoying the seafront breeze and taking snapshots for remembrance.

Bodhisastra University, a religious education institution with offices in Florida,
USA, and the Lak Si district of Bangkok, holds graduation ceremonies in
small groups every 3 to 6 months. For the very first time, the University held
its convocation event in Penang at the WOU main campus on 25 January.
The previous ceremony was held in Singapore in November 2018.

Dr Prasandee (2nd row, 9th from right) stands beside Dr Changyong Rhee of IMF.

Visit by Thailand’s prestigious
Chulalongkorn University

Meeting between the visitors and WOU top management.
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(From left) Prakash, Dr Mukda, Prof David Ngo, Dr Nualnoi, Prof Zoraini, Ukrist and Grace Lau.

A small delegation from Chulalongkorn University (CU), Thailand’s
oldest and most eminent higher learning institution, visited WOU on
14 January 2019 to establish and strengthen academic collaboration
between the two universities. The visitors were mainly representing
CU’s Institute of Asian Studies. CU was founded in 1917.

They held a meeting with WOU Acting Vice Chancellor Prof Zoraini Wati
Abas, then Deputy Vice Chancellor (Research & Outreach) Prof David
Ngo Chek Ling, School of Business & Administration Acting Dean
Prakash Arumugam, Director of QA & Government Relations Dr Andy
Liew, and Director of Public & Student Relations Grace Lau.

The visit to the main campus was led by the Director of the Institute,
Assoc Prof Dr Nualnoi Treerat. The other two members of the delegation
were the Director of Mekong Studies Centre, Mr Ukrist Pathmanand,
and a Researcher of the Centre, Dr Mukda Pratheepwatanawong.

They discussed potential collaborative initiatives for the future, starting
off with the half-day joint Regional Symposium on Connectivity, Mobility
and Regional Integration in ASEAN at the campus on 15 February 2019,
and undertaking of joint research topics.
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IN CAMPUS

WOU set to launch YouTube channel
Graphic designer Ong Peck Ying, 26, emerged as the winner of a logo design contest organised by WOU
for its upcoming educational channel on YouTube, the Internet’s foremost online video portal. The University
aspires for the channel to further enhance student learning by sharing high-quality instructional materials that
can be accessed freely anywhere in the world.
The contest, held from 13 November to 26 December 2018, was open to all WOU full-time and part-time
students. Ong, from Gelugor, Penang, is in the fourth semester of her Bachelor of Business (Hons) In
Entrepreneurship and Small Business Management (BBES) programme. She enrolled in the July 2017 intake
for part-time study. She holds a Diploma in Multimedia Design from The One Academy, Penang.
For her winning entry, she received a cash prize of RM200.

ORIENTATION
WOU held orientation at the main campus in Penang for
the February intake and the March intake of full-time study
to welcome the freshmen. A one-day orientation was also
organised simultaneously by the various WOU Regional
Centres nationwide for the April intake of part-time study.
The first batch of full-time students for the Diploma in Business
Management programme introduced in the March 2019 intake.

Yap Yong Shin leads in the oath-taking ceremony at the Ipoh
Regional Centre for freshmen from the April 2019 ODL intake.

Welcoming the students to the iconic seafront campus in Penang during the April ODL intake.

The large group of full-time students from the Feb 2019 intake pose with lecturers and PGRC staff.
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FOCUS

GLOBAL SPORTS DOYEN IS NEW CHANCELLOR

With Queen Elizabeth II at the launch
of the 2014 Commonwealth Games Baton Run.

Tunku Imran with his Honorary Degree of Doctor
of the University from the University of Glasgow.

Sports engagements
Honorary Doctor of Laws from the University of Nottingham.

Eminent sports administrator and former Olympic
Council of Malaysia (OCM) president Tunku Tan
Sri Imran Tuanku Ja’afar has been appointed as
the fourth Chancellor of WOU. He succeeds Tun
Mohamed Dzaiddin Abdullah who successfully
served for more than five years.
Tunku Imran, 71, is well-known for his involvement in
sports at global and national spheres. As president of
the Commonwealth Games Federation from 2011 to
2015, he headed the organising of the world’s second
largest sporting event. Many recall him standing
alongside Queen Elizabeth II of England during
the opening of the 2014 Commonwealth Games in
Glasgow as she read her speech.
Born on 21 March 1948, he is the third child of Tuanku
Ja’afar, the tenth Yang di-Pertuan Agong of Malaysia
and fourth Yang d-Pertuan Besar of Negri Sembilan.
Malaysia’s first King, Tuanku Abdul Rahman, is his
grandfather.
He attended boarding school at King’s School in
Canterbury, England from 1956 to 1966, and earned
a Bachelor of Law (Hons) degree from University
of Nottingham in 1970. He was called to the Bar at
Gray’s Inn the following year. He had represented his
university’s first teams in squash and cricket, and his
hall in hockey, rugby and tennis. He was also involved
in badminton and athletics in England.
Tunku Imran speaks English, Malay, French and
German.
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Tunku Imran was in the Malaysian team on an international cricket tour to Hong Kong in 1971 and
captained the Selangor Club cricket team. He formed the Federal Territory Cricket Association in
1974, and was its president from 1991 to 2011 and patron from 2011.
He also played for the national squash team from 1973 to 1976, and was Malaysia’s first National
Squash Champion in 1973. In 1988, he was made Chef de Mission of the Malaysian delegation
to the Olympic Games in Seoul. He is now patron of Taekwondo Malaysia since 2014, having
served as its President (2010-2014).
He has been a board member of the National Sports Council of Malaysia since 1985, Founding
Chairman of the Foundation for Malaysian Sporting Excellence (from 1991) and President of
Lord’s Taverners Malaysia (from 2003). He served as President of OCM from 1998 to 2018 and
is now its Honorary Life President.
Tunku Imran formed the Squash Racquets Association of Malaysia in 1972, serving as its first
secretary and as its president from1978 to 1989. He was Chairman of the first Malaysia Games
in 1986; Director of Sukom ’98, the organising committee of the Commonwealth Games in Kuala
Lumpur; and Chairman of the Organising Committee for the IOC Session in KL in 2015.
He is also is an honorary member of the International Olympic Committee (IOC) from October
2018, having been an elected member from 2006 to March 2018. He served as a member of
IOC’s Sport and Law Commission (2002-2014) and IOC’s Sport and Active Society Commission
(2006-2018).
He was Vice President of Commonwealth Games Federation (2000-2011) before ascending to
be President. He was made Honorary Life President from 2015. He is also an Honorary Life
President of SEA Games Federation (from 2001), having been its President twice (2000-2001,
2015-2017). He is an Executive Council Member of Association of National Olympic Committees
from 2011. He was a member of the Advisory Board of Olympic Council of Asia and of the
International Council of Arbitration for Sport (2002-2014).
Tunku Imran is also a patron of the World Squash Federation (from 2002), having been its
president from 1989 to 1996 and Emeritus President from 1996 to 2002. In cricket, he has
held international positions which include Executive Board Member of the International Cricket
Council (1997-1999, 2001-2008), Chairman of Associate Members of the ICC (2001-2008), and
Vice President of the Asian Cricket Council (1993-2004).

FOCUS

Corporate career

A successful entrepreneur, he joined the Malaysian National Corporation
(PERNAS) in 1971 and was its representative in Indonesia and later the Group
Company Secretary. He moved to Haw Par Group in 1973 and was Managing
Director of Haw Par Malaysia until 1976.

Distinguished
researcher and
Gerakan stalwart is
Pro-Chancellor

He was then CEO of Antah Group of Companies, which he formed in 1977,
until February 2001, and Chairman of Aluminium Company of Malaysia
Berhad (1987-2017). He is currently the Executive Chairman of Syarikat
Pesaka Antah Sdn Bhd – owned by members of the Negeri Sembilan royalty
- and Chairman of Lafarge Malaysia Bhd from May 2003. He was appointed
to the Governing Council of Yayasan Sime Darby as its chairman in February
2019.

Other interests

Tunku Imran has served as Director of the Institute of Strategic and
International Studies (1985-2017), member of the Court of Emeritus Fellows
of Malaysian Institute of Management (from 2004) and member of the
Malaysian-British Business Council (from 1998). He is also a past President
of Badan Warisan Malaysia, Chairman of the Bankers’ Club of Kuala Lumpur
(from 2003) and member of the Board of Trustees, Tuanku Ja’afar College.

Awards and accolades

Tunku Imran was bestowed the National Sports’ Leadership Award by the
King in 1991. In June 2009, he was selected as the global winner of the
Lifetime Service Award at the Pepsi ICC Development Programme Annual
Awards 2008 in recognition of his contribution to cricket. In November 2011
he received The Brand Laureate Hall of Fame-Lifetime Achievement Brand
ICON Leadership Award.
He was also given the ‘Lifetime Achievement Award’ by the Alumni of
University of Nottingham in September 2015. He received an Honorary
Doctorate from Newport University, USA (April 2004), an International
Honorary Doctorate from the United States Sports Academy (March 2009),
Honorary Doctor of Laws from the University of Nottingham (July 2011), and
Honorary Degree of Doctor of the University from the University of Glasgow
(June 2014).
Tunku Imran was conferred the Panglima Setia Mahkota (PSM) in 1992, and
the Darjah Seri Utama Negeri Sembilan (SPNS) in 1999.

Retired medical researcher and veteran politician Dato’
Dr Lim Thuang Seng has assumed the mantle of ProChancellor of WOU. He takes over from Tan Sri Dr Koh
Tsu Koon, a former Chief Minister of Penang.
A central committee member of Gerakan party since
1988, Dr Lim served as Selangor State Executive
Councillor for Health, Tourism and Consumer Affairs
from 2004 to 2008, and as Selangor state assemblyman
for Bukit Gasing from 2000 to 2008. Prior to that he was
appointed as Petaling Jaya Municipal Council (MPPJ)
councillor from 1998 to 2004 and Petaling District
councillor from 1988 to 1992. He was appointed Justice
of Peace (JP) in 2000 and and has served in the JP
Council since 2014.
Dr Lim, an immunologist, was born in George Town,
Penang. Upon completing his secondary education at
Chung Ling High School, he pursued his tertiary studies
in the US, culminating in a doctoral degree from the
University of Oklahoma. He then worked for two years at
Mission Hill Memorial Hospital in Shawnee, Oklahoma
before joining the teaching staff at Purdue University,
Lafayette, Indiana where he taught and did research in
nutritional immunology.
Subsequently, he joined the US Army Medical Research
Unit as a research officer and was stationed in Kuala
Lumpur at the Institute of Medical Research until 1989.
After he resigned from the Unit, he became active in
Malaysian politics, joining Gerakan in 1983.
Dr Lim has over 30 scientific papers published in various
renowned international medical journals. He was is a
member of the following academic professional bodies:
Sigma XI (International Scientific Research Society);
University of Oklahoma Omega Chapter Phi Sigma;
American Society for Microbiology; Medical Mycological
Society of Americas; Oklahoma Academy of Science;
New York Academy of Science; and Malaysian Society
of Parasitology and Tropical Medicine.
He is currently a managing director of a holdings
company. His hobbies include golf, reading, travelling
and IT.
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FEATURE STORY

REFLECTING ON ROLE OF
UNIVERSITIES IN
THE DIGITAL ERA

Tan Sri Andrew Sheng (3rd from right) moderates the forum.

The role of universities in an increasingly digitalised world characterised
by free flow of knowledge recently came under the spotlight when a
panel of international experts and thought leaders deliberated over the
pertinent issue.
The public forum on the Role of the University in a Digitally Disrupted
Age was held at the WOU main campus on 12 January 2019. It was
moderated by Tan Sri Andrew Sheng, Chairman of the International
Advisory Board (IAB) of WOU’s George Town Institute of Open and
Advanced Studies (GIOAS), and featured IAB members as panel
speakers.
British geneticist Dr Stephen Oppenheimer, an author from University
of Oxford, said universities should not just teach a standard curriculum
and assess the students’ knowledge at the end of the course. “Students
must know how to interpret evidence and knowledge so that they can
better apply their skills, preparing themselves for potential work in the
future,” he said.
He doubted that conventional universities with rigid syllabi can move
along with the changes in technology and diversity of digital media,
unlike open universities that are already using digital media and online
courses, and can offer more flexibility.
Dr Shiu Man Fai, former consultant cardiologist at Royal Free Hospital,
London, cautioned that universities which cannot modernise or adapt
their models will disappear in five to ten years. He stressed that
universities should especially place focus on the new generation of
students who have access to enormous amounts of information.

MBPP mayor Dato’ Yew (2nd from right) meets the panel of speakers.

“The fact is they do need guidance; they need to learn in order to
explore,” he said. “We need to show them the way to get answers as
they will have to think for themselves in their working life. So the role
of the university is to use the technology and teach them to think for
themselves and adapt to further challenges.”
Jan Wouter Vasbinder, founding President of Institute Para Limes,
Europe, remarked that there is large body of knowledge in the world
that can deal with the complexities of life, and the key is to bring
that knowledge to address the related problems. “We therefore need
knowledge, skills and expertise over various disciplines, that is,
interdisciplinary measures, to meet the challenges of the future,” he
said. “We also need universities to educate leaders of the future and
prepare them to shape a better future.”
Dr Douglass Carmichael, Economic Advisor of the US-based Institute
for New Economic Thinking (INET), predicted that 80% of present-day
jobs would likely be affected and be changed. He said universities
must therefore “offer new programmes and new experiences”.
On whether universities are irrelevant in this digital age due to free
online educational channels like Khan Academy, Dr Yaga Venugopal
Reddy, former Governor of the Reserve Bank of India, insisted that
one cannot replace traditional universities. Dr Oppenheimer quipped
that “open universities are the promise of the future because of the
flexibility and the potential to be interdisciplinary”.
More than 200 people, including Penang Island City Council (MBPP)
mayor Dato’ Ar Yew Tung Seang, and representatives from various
higher learning institutions and the industrial sector, attended the
event.

From left to right: WOU Board of Governors Chairman Tan Sri Dr Koh Tsu Koon, Dr Shiu, Mr Vasbinder,
Dr Carmichael, WOU Sdn Bhd Chairman Dato’ Seri Stephen Yeap, Tan Sri Andrew Sheng, Dr Oppenheimer and Dr Reddy.
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FEATURE STORY

‘ASIAN
EMERGING
MARKETS
RESILIENT
AMID 2019
GLOBAL
SLOWDOWN’

A top regional official of the International Monetary Fund (IMF) has assured
that Asia’s emerging economies will remain resilient this year although the
global economy is expected to slow down after showing signs of robust
growth in the last few years.

There are no winners in the trade war, he stressed. Countries should
resolve their trade disagreements and the resulting policy uncertainty
cooperatively and quickly, rather than raising harmful barriers further and
destabilising an already slowing global economy.

Dr Changyong Rhee, Director of IMF’s Asia and Pacific Department, said
IMF forecasts a slightly weaker global economic growth momentum and
has revised downwards the expected global economic growth from last
October by 0.2 percentage point to 3.5% for 2019. He noted that investor
sentiments in financial markets are deteriorating because of concerns
about downside risks.

The second downside risk to the global economic outlook, he stated, is
tighter global financial conditions. This is despite the slow pace of US
monetary policy normalisation.

He was speaking at a public talk on Regional Economic Outlook for Asia
organised by WOU’s George Town Institute of Open and Advanced Studies
(GIOAS) at the main campus on 24 January 2019.
Dr Rhee said one of the key downside risks to the global economic outlook
is an escalation of US-China trade tension, with additional US tariffs
potentially imposed on China exports. Although there could be trade
diversion with the US buying products from Malaysia and other ASEAN
countries, there are no winners as the trade tension escalation will impact
the general confidence in the financial market and cause a slowdown in
overall economic activity, he added.
Dr Rhee noted that China’s growth forecast for 2019 had already been
revised downward by 0.2 percentage points to 6.2% last October, partly
because of the negative effects of tariff increases enacted in the US and
China in early 2018. He said while fiscal stimulus packages would help to
partially offset some of the impact of the trade tension, they may cause
more instability in the medium term given the already very high leverage
in the system.

Thai Consul-General Mr Raschada (in suit) registering for the talk.

‘Fix the roof while the sun is shining’
Dr Rhee opined that Malaysia is actually quite resilient, as is Thailand,
because of its large surplus. “If you look at their market fundamentals
compared to other advanced economies and emerging markets, the Asian
emerging market is in much better shape,” he said. “I am not worrying
about a big crisis in Asia. However we should look at how to improve the
market to avoid any potential risks. Asian economies have to fix the roof
while the sun is shining.”
He said a third risk lay in the fact that there is less policy space and
resources for many emerging market economies to cope with another
global economic slowdown compared to 2007. This is because they had
already used their fiscal and monetary resources, and dropped the interest
rate significantly in coping with the last global financial crisis.
“That is why we ask policy leaders to be reasonable and to resolve this
issue in a more harmonious way,” Dr Rhee concluded.
The over 200 attendees at the talk included Thai Consul-General in
Penang, Mr Raschada Jiwalai, a 33-member delegation from Bodhisastra
University, Thailand, and GIOAS International Advisory Board Chairman
Tan Sri Andrew Sheng.

Dr Rhee warns of the impact of the US-China trade tension escalation.
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REACHING OUT

Thrills and spills

at Amazing Race ala WOU!
Hopping in a sack to collect water-filled balloons
in A Wet Kangaroo’ game.

WOU-MACS
partnership to benefit
graduates and
company secretaries

It was truly an “Amazing race” of wit, agility and true blue teamwork when forty
students from four institutions of higher learning competed in the inaugural
WOUmazing Race held at the main campus on 24 February 2019..
Besides WOU itself, the other institutions were Stradford International College,
Prai; InfoGenius Skills Training Centre, Gelugor; and Institut Wawasan, Kulim.
Each was represented by two teams with five members in each team.
The participants sportingly challenged each other at four station games. The
games needed speed, precision, memory and a good dose of cooperation.
After an electrifying duel, InfoGenius Team A emerged the champion. The all-girl
Emcee Stradfordian team came in as the runner-up and in third place was WOU’s
Team B.
The event was organised by the Penang Regional Centre together with the Fulltime Student Council.
In ‘Mind Your Mines’, a blindfolded player is guided by her team members.

Exchange of documents witnessed by Dr Koh and Tan Sri Tan (3rd from right).

WOU has cemented a close partnership with the
Malaysian Association of Company Secretaries (MACS)
in a move that will significantly benefit its graduates and
the organisation.
The cooperation was sealed with the signing of a
memorandum of understanding (MoU) between the
University and MACS by WOU Acting Vice Chancellor
Prof Zoraini Wati Abas and MACS President Tang Chan
Ming at the main campus on 10 January 2019. WOU
Chief Operating Officer Yeong Sik Kheong and MACS
Honorary Secretary Tey Ping Cheng acted as witnesses.
On hand to observe the exchange of documents between
the signatories were WOU Board of Governors Chairman
Tan Sri Dr Koh Tsu Koon and MACS Past President Tan
Sri Tan Khoon Hai.

Building 4 rows without using hands in ‘Tower of Breath’.

In her speech, Prof Zoraini explained that MACS
provides credit exemptions for WOU’s business
degree programmes in Corporate Administration
and Accounting. This enables the graduates “to earn
professional recognition from MACS and eventually
become members of the company secretarial
profession”.
Tang said the collaboration “will further enhance the
company secretarial profession in this country and offer
a route to a professional qualification in addition to an
academic degree for the WOU students”.
He also said WOU students can qualify as professional
company secretaries through the accelerated
arrangement with MACS in which credit exemptions are
granted.
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STAFF ENGAGEMENT

Full-time students hold
festive barbeque celebration

Barbeque at the beachfront of the main campus.

HILARIOUS STAFF
SKETCH TAKES
LIMELIGHT AT CNY BASH

Shaking marbles from one bottle into another.

A simple barbeque dinner in conjunction with Chinese New Year afforded WOU’s
full-time students a nice break from studies, and the opportunity to unwind and get
better acquainted over games and good food.
The fête was attended by over 40 people, mainly full-time students along with a few
lecturers.
In the ice breaking activity, four teams participated with seven members each. The
players were tasked to learn each of their team members’ name, programme and
hobby. The person caught holding a ball when the music stopped while it was being
passed around within each group had to then introduce his/her team members to
the others. The ‘Shake Shake Shake’ game required students, participating in pairs,
to flip the bottle and transfer the marbles to another bottle.
The event was organised by a group of full-time students under the supervision of
Student Activities Coordinator Christine Khoo Geok Ling.

Floral appreciation
to women for IWD 2019

Lion dance at the Homestead of the main campus.

WOU held its Chinese New Year celebration at the main
campus on 14 February 2019 with a lively bash that included
a humorous sketch by talents from among the staff members
themselves.
A seven-minute in-house video production titled I Like Lau
Juak, which translates as “I like to be merry”, was prepared by
the team led by QA & Government Relations Director Dr Andy
Liew, and Public & Student Relations and Publishing (PSR)
Director Grace Lau, to make the event doubly entertaining and
memorable.
The video, also uploaded on WOU’s Facebook page, offers
a satirical look at the contemporary culture of “expecting
angpow” during Chinese New Year open houses, and at single
ladies throwing oranges carved with their names and even
telephone numbers with the hope of getting future spouses.
In his welcoming address, WOU Board of Governors (BoG)
chairman Tan Sri Dr Koh Tsu Koon suggested that WOU holds
a competition on throwing of oranges into the sea since the
campus is by the beach. The festivity culminated in a traditional
lion dance to usher blessings.

The improvised photo booth with the beautiful tapestry.

Daisies for the fair ladies.

In a fittingly resplendent gesture to celebrate the strength and contribution of women
in society, the Full-time Student Council of WOU handed out some 200 long-stalked
Gerbera daisies to female students and staff members at the main campus on 5
March 2019
The recipients also had the opportunity to pose for photos with the beautiful flowers
in front of a backdrop featuring a Bohemian-style tapestry for remembrance. The
floral initiative was held in conjunction with International Women’s Day (IWD2019)
which is celebrated annually on 8 March.

Top WOU management get ready to toss the yee sang for prosperity.
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STAFF NEWS

Acting VC named Honorary COL Adviser
WOU Acting Vice Chancellor Prof Zoraini Wati Abas has been appointed as an Honorary Adviser
of the Commonwealth of Learning (COL). Headquartered in Vancouver, Canada, COL is an
intergovernmental organisation under the Commonwealth Heads of Government which promotes
the development and sharing of open learning and distance education knowledge, resources and
technologies.
COL announced its latest appointments of nine Honorary COL Advisers, including Prof Zoraini, on its
website (www.col.org) on 15 March. Initiated in 2009, the advisers programme consists of esteemed
individuals who serve as goodwill ambassadors for the institution.
“They support COL by providing advice, direction and insight to Member States and their
organisations and institutions to advance open and distance learning, and ultimately enhance access
to quality education,” said the COL announcement. “These Advisers also share and disseminate new
ideas, innovations and thought leadership that will promote learning for sustainable development as
a central focus of COL’s Strategic Plan 2015-2021.”
Prof Zoraini joined WOU as Deputy Vice Chancellor for Academic and Educational Technology on 1
November 2017, and became Acting Vice Chancellor on 1 January 2018.
The other advisers include Prof Shironica Karunanayaka, Dean of Faculty of Education, Open
University of Sri Lanka; Prof Som Naidu, Pro-Vice Chancellor and Director, Centre for Flexible
Learning, University of the South Pacific (Fiji); and Prof Madhu Parhar, Director of Staff Training and
Research Institute of Distance Education, Indira Gandhi National Open University (India).

Award for
co-author of book
on workplace
communications

WELCOME ABOARD!

Deputy Dean of the School of Humanities & Social Sciences, Jasmine Emmanuel, has won
an accolade for her contribution as one of the authors of a helpful resource publication for
university students.
She was among six writers who were honoured with an Award Certificate for their contribution
to the body of knowledge during the Innovation Day celebration ceremony held at Universiti
Teknologi MARA (UiTM) Melaka in December 2018.
The 220-page book titled Essential Communication Skills in the Workplace published by
UiTM Press is designed to enhance both oral and written communication skills in formal
and informal contexts. It is especially targeted for undergraduates as well as those already
in the marketplace.
The other 5 writers of the book are academics from the UiTM branch campuses in Melaka,
Shah Alam and Johor.
The book covers various skills and modes of communication within the workplace dimensions
and includes blended learning, with references to YouTube and useful websites which have
been added to extend learning into the real world where technology is an important feature.
In his foreword in the book, Assoc Prof Dr Ahmad Mazli Muhammad, Dean of Academy
of Language Studies, UiTM Shah Alam, remarks: “The authors of the book have put
together years of hands-on practical and classroom experiences that are validated by fellow
academics and weaved them brilliantly into the content.”
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Ms Parimala Devi Dhivandram
She joined the School of Business & Administration
as Senior Lecturer on 7 January 2019. She holds a
general Masters in Business Administration (MBA)
degree from Universiti Utara Malaysia (UUM) and
a Bachelor of Management (Hons) degree from
Universiti Sains Malaysia (USM). She is currently
pursuing her PhD degree at USM, Penang. She has
more than 15 years of experience in the teaching
line, having worked with several higher learning
institutions, including SEGi, IPG, Nilai University,
DISTED College and KDU University College. She
had also worked as Project Manager at the Penang
Institute (formerly SERI), offering consultancy
services to the Penang State Government in areas
relating to economics, education and tourism.

IN THE LIVES OF STUDENTS

Aspiring to further his teaching
with WOU’s Master of Education
after obtaining his Bachelor of Communications degree from
Universiti Putra Malaysia. He then moved on to other jobs before
returning to his current post.
While doing so, he has also worked part-time as a tuition teacher
at Pusat Tuisyen Progesif Pintar, Jelutong, guiding students from
Form 1 to Form 5 for the past nine years. The lad from Bukit
Mertajam, Penang, enrolled in WOU’s open distance learning (ODL)
intake for part-time study in January 2017. He was encouraged
by the positive feedback from friends and colleagues who were
alumni of the University.

Chee with his hospital colleagues.

He is a fine example of one who juggles work and study
commitments with earnest discipline. Not only does Chee Leng
San work full-time in the health sector, but he also provides tuition
part-time even while pursuing a Master of Education (MEd) degree
from WOU. The 32-year-old now looks forward to new career
opportunities after graduating at the University’s 10th convocation
ceremony later this year.

They mentioned the flexibility of the postgraduate study here and
the successful graduation rate, he recalled. “Also, the fees are quite
reasonable and affordable compared to other private universities.
In fact, my manager at the hospital actually encouraged me to
further my studies for better career prospects.”

“After my work finishes at 5pm, I then prepare for my tuition at
8pm,” he said in sharing how he manages his time. “After tuition, I
revise and do my assignments. With the excellent guidance of my
lecturers and advice of friends, I am able to cope with my studies.”

On choosing the MEd programme, Chee explained that education
has always been his personal interest. “That’s why I want to
enhance my knowledge in this field. Every one of us is an educator
in one form or another and a learner in our daily life,” he said. “The
knowledge and skills from WOU will allow me to better manage
the kids in my classroom and guide them in their learning. I hope
to teach students of higher learning institutions in the future.”

Chee has been working as a Senior Business Development
Executive at Loh Guan Lye Specialists Centre since 2012. His
responsibilities include promoting the hospital’s image and
business. He had joined as a Customer Relations Officer in 2009

His driving motto: “Keep learning and have a positive attitude.
Maintain good relationships with everyone you meet. They come
into your life for a reason and we should be thankful as every
person and experience is your teacher.”

Get the latest WOU updates from Facebook, Twitter and Instagram!
Follow us:
http://www.facebook.com
WawasanOpenUniversity

Follow us:
http://twitter.com/WawasanOU

LET US HEAR FROM YOU

Contact Us

Email us at enquiry@wou.edu.my

•

For more details, visit wou.edu.my

Call Toll-free 1-300-888-968 (WOU)

•

       019-474 9323

Main Campus
Wawasan Open University
54 Jalan Sultan Ahmad Shah,
10050 Penang, Malaysia.
Tel: 04-218 0333
Fax: 04-226 9323
Email: enquiry@wou.edu.my

Ipoh Regional Centre
Wisma Gerakan,
80 Persiaran Greenhill,
30450 Ipoh, Perak.
Tel: 05-242 6323 / 243 6323
Fax: 05-254 9323
Email: ro_ip@wou.edu.my

WOU Regional and
Learning Centres
Open Tuesday to Sunday:
10.00am - 7.00pm

Kuala Lumpur
Regional Centre
Level 3 Menara PGRM,
8 Jalan Pudu Ulu,
56100 Cheras, Kuala Lumpur.
Tel: 03-9281 7323 / 9283 8323
Fax: 03-9284 9323
Email: ro_kl@wou.edu.my
(Library Services available Tuesday to
Sunday, 10.00am-7.00pm)

Penang Regional Centre
54 Jalan Sultan Ahmad Shah,
10050 Penang, Malaysia.
Tel: 04-218 0133/4
Fax: 04-228 4500
Email: ro_pg@wou.edu.my
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Follow us:
#wawasanopenuniversity

Bandar Utama Regional
Support Centre
L2-6 & 7, Wisma BU8,
11, Lebuh Bandar Utama,
Bandar Utama,
47800 Petaling Jaya, Selangor.
Tel: 03-7629 7223 / 7629 7123
Fax: 03-7629 7023
Email: rso_bu@wou.edu.my
Klang Regional
Support Centre
No. 41(Ground Floor),
Jalan Kasuarina 2/KS7,
Bandar Botanic Capital,
41200 Klang, Selangor.
Tel: 03-3325 2353 / 3325 2373
Fax: 03-3325 2313
Email: rso_klg@wou.edu.my

Johor Bahru
Regional Centre
17 & 19 Jalan Jaya 2,
Taman Jaya,
81300 Skudai, Johor.
Tel: 07-556 4323 / 556 6323
Fax: 07-554 9323
Email: ro_jb@wou.edu.my
Kuching Regional Centre
14 Westin Avenue,
Jalan Tun Jugah,
93350 Kuching, Sarawak.
Tel: 082-578 923
Fax: 082-576 923
Email: ro_kc@wou.edu.my

